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measurement between the sources, measured along the centre of the
road, irrespective of the arrangement of columns.
There are four general categories in which the lanterns may be
arranged to suit varying widths of carriage-way, viz. :—
'(a) Staggered (Fig. 162a). The spacing between light-sources in
this method may be up to 150 ft.; i.e. the distance between
columns on one side will be up to 300 ft.
 (b)	Opposite (Fig. 1626).   This method is for use in areas where
particularly good lighting is required, such as shopping centres;
this involves high capital and maintenance costs.
 (c)	Central (Fig. 162c).   It is common practice to employ central
arrangement when cut-off lanterns are used; it is not suitable
.    for carriage-way widths over 35 ft. wide :   centre lighting is
useful where there are large trees lining the road as an amenity.
(d)	Single-sided.   The single-sided arrangement should be used
only on the outside of bends, and never on straight roads, as
one side would appear bright and the other side relatively
dark.   It may be necessary to reduce the spacing between
columns on bends so that an observer's line of vision does not
fall on an extensive dark area (see Fig. 163) : a siting gauge
may be used in this connection.
Position of Light-source in Relation to the Carriage-way.
When using two or jnore rows of sources, as in the staggered and
opposite arrangements, the distance between rows should not permit
the existence of dark areas in the carriage-way. Light sources are
mounted directly over the kerb when the distance between rows does
not exceed 30 ft.; for roads between 30 and 42 ft. the lanterns must
overhang to keep the distance between them at 30 ft, maximum.
The ultimate result will depend on the type of road surface and the
distribution of light.
A central row of lights, preferably placed on a central reservation,
should be added to either the staggered or opposite arrangements
when the width of the carriage-way exceeds 44 ft. In this case th§
side lanterns are usually mounted directly over the kerb, the centre
row of lights being opposite those of the side rows, or arranged
alternatively, or on a ratio of one to three of the side rows (see Fig*
162e, additional row erected on central reservation). Lighting of
wide single carriage-ways (i.e. over 42 ft.) and of dual carriage-ways
is shown in Figs. 162d and 162e.
Group <'B " Lighting.	'
With a mounting height of 13-15 ft. it is not practicable to mpunt
a lantern overhanging tEe kerb without the dagger of impact by

